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**Book Review**

**Shark Dog!**

A little boy travels with his dad, who is a famous explorer. On their way home from an exotic island, the boy discovers a shark dog has joined their expedition! His dad lets him bring Shark Dog home with them. Shark Dog's favorite place to go is the ocean, that is, until he spots what he thinks is another shark dog and becomes very homesick. So dad and the little boy bring Shark Dog back to his home. It is a glorious reunion for Shark Dog. Eventually, they all have to say goodbye, but surprisingly, Shark Dog chooses to go home with the boy.

Shark Dog! is a humorous tale about making new friends and finding "home" wherever you are. The illustrations are created with pencil and watercolor paints. Children and adults alike will enjoy this book about a fictional animal. Shark Dog equally enjoys dog things and shark things. For example, he chases cats in fields of grass while his fin sticks out, he plays fetch underwater, and he fetches an entire tree when trying to fit in with the other dogs who each have a stick. Shark Dog proves to have emotions of his own as he makes a journey from one home to another.